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DEFINITIONS 
At-need Any final arrangement decisions or plans made after the time of a death. 

Burial The act of burying a body. A burial is also called an interment. 

Burial site Specific place and location for the burial of human remains. In modern 
cemeteries, the burial site will be identified either by section and grave or 
by plot numbers. 

Burial urn A container to contain cremated remains that is suitable for cemetery 
burial. 

Casket A rectangular container used for holding a body at the time of burial, 
typically constructed of wood, metal, or bamboo. 

Columbarium A building that is designed for the housing of cremated remains. A 
columbarium can be inside or outside, and it can be freestanding or part of 
a larger structure. 

Committal service The burial service to place casketed remains into a grave. 

Cremation A form of final disposition that involves the burning, vaporization, or 
oxidation of human remains, followed by the pulverization of dry bone 
material. 

Crypt A sealed enclosure for the entombment of a casket, typically found within a 
mausoleum, sarcophagus, or lawn crypt. 

Direct burial A burial wherein the body is interred in a grave shortly after death without 
any preceding funeral or memorial services. 

Double-depth burial An in-ground interment of two caskets, one above the other. 

Interment The burial of a full, non-cremated, dead body in the ground. 

Inurnment The burial of cremated remains in the ground. 

Grave liner A concrete box similar to a burial vault, except it is not sealed and only 
prevents the grave from sinking. It does not guarantee lasting protection of 
the casket. 

Layout The spatial organization of a cemetery section or block. The layout may 
include designations for sections, blocks, quadrants, and spaces/lots. 

Mausoleum A building specifically designed to house human remains within crypts. A 
mausoleum may be indoor or outdoor and may include crypts for one or 
two individuals.  
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Monolith A large, unitary, upright stone grave marker that has no cap or base and 
that serves as a monument. 

Monument A headstone, footstone, or grave marker placed over or the vicinity of a 
grave in memory of the decedent. 

Niche An above-ground, enclosed space that serves as the resting place for 
cremated remains, typically a square or rectangular compartment within a 
columbarium. 

Opening and closing The labor services performed to prepare a site for burial, to perform the 
burial service, and to restore the area after burial. The opening and closing 
fee is typically separate from the cost of a plot or crypt and may be 
performed by the cemetery staff or the vault setting company. 

Ossuary In modern U.S. cemeteries and churches, an ossuary offers a permanent 
resting place for commingled cremated remains, often in an underground 
vault or chamber with memorialization on a plaque above or nearby. 

Outer burial container A concrete container placed around a casket to prevent the grave from 
sinking. 

Perpetual care Funds held by a cemetery, or cemetery authority, specifically designated 
and restricted to maintain the cemetery grounds and facilities. Perpetual 
care funds are typically held in a trust or endowment. 

Plot (aka grave) A specific, identifiable, site within a cemetery designated to serve as the 
final resting place for casketed of cremated remains. Rights to a plot may be 
conveyed via an easement or deed to an individual, family, or group. 

Pre-need Any final arrangements decisions or plans made prior to the time of a death, 
even if death is imminent. 

Pre-planning Process of making final arrangements decisions and plans prior to the time 
of a death. 

Public cemetery A cemetery owned, controlled, and maintained by a municipality. 

Scattering garden An area within a cemetery designed to facilitate the scattering of ashes 
within a communal and not specifically identifiable location. 

Tablet A headstone or memorial marker that is rectangular in shape and is set 
perpendicular to the ground. A tablet may have biographical information 
and epitaph inscriptions either in carved or raised lettering. 
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Tomb A large vault for the entombment or burial of a single deceased individual or 
for multiple deceased individuals. Tombs are typically underground but can 
extend into both underground and above ground portions. 

Upright memorial A headstone, monument, or grave marker that is upright, above the surface 
level of the surrounding ground and typically set at a 90-degree angle with 
the earth. 

Vault (aka burial vault) A sealed and lined container placed around a casket to simultaneously 
prevent the grave from sinking and to protect the casket from the 
surrounding area. 
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EXECUTIVE�SUMMARY�
The�City�of�Leavenworth�(City)�has�been�providing�families�and�individuals�a�final�resting�place�in�the�
beautiful�and�wellͲmaintained�setting�of�Mountain�View�Cemetery�since�the�1950s.�This�report�examines�
overall�goals�for�management�of�the�cemetery�including�continued�availability�of�burial�options,�
contribution�to�the�perpetual�maintenance�endowment�and�administration�and�operations.�

Full�burial�plot�spaces�within�the�irrigated�and�maintained�part�of�the�cemetery�are�a�few�years�away�
from�being�sold�out.�Platted�sections�directly�south�of�existing�sections�are�unoccupied�and�can�be�
prepared�with�irrigation�and�lawn�to�be�sold.�At�the�current�rate�of�need,�these�sections�would�provide�
burial�space�for�20�or�30�years.�Looking�further�into�the�future,�this�report�considers�options�for�laying�
out�full�burial�plot�sections�in�the�area�west�of�the�existing�burial�sections.�In�this�area,�which�is�
maintained�but�not�platted�for�burials,�there�are�choices�to�consider�for�greater�capacity�versus�cost�to�
develop�in�order�to�select�the�best�option�for�layout�of�the�new�burial�sections.�

A�major�trend�within�cemeteries�is�an�increasing�preference�for�cremation�inurnment.�There�are�ample�
inͲground�inurnment�spaces�available,�but�columbarium�niches�are�more�favored,�and�available�spaces�
are�running�low.�A�plan�layout�for�proposed�cremation�inurnment�features�is�presented�for�new�
columbarium�niche�walls�as�well�as�for�other�inurnment�options,�such�as�scattering�gardens,�ossuary�
vaults,�and�memorial�monuments.��

Aspects�of�administrative�and�operational�improvements—some�already�in�process�with�City�staff—are�
discussed�and�include�record�keeping,�website�content,�and�sectionͲcorner�marking.�

�
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1. INTRODUCTION 
This report examines overall goals for management of the cemetery, including continued availability of burial 
options for the community, administrative and operational efficiency, and support for an endowment to 
provide perpetual stewardship of the cemetery grounds. 

A review of current cemetery conditions, services provided, operations, available interment capacity, and 
financial data is provided. Sales history from recent years is discussed to understand how long existing burial 
inventory can be expected to be available as well as to provide a basis for making projections for the 
development options presented. Current cemetery market trends are discussed that inform both near-term 
section expansion as well as longer term planning for the variety of interment options that are increasingly 
common today. 

Near-term expansions to provide both in-ground burial and columbarium niche space capacity is discussed. 
Longer term considerations are also examined, including alternative layouts for the development for new full 
burial sections as well as for new types of cremation inurnment facilities.  
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2. EXISTING CEMETERY 

2.1 Property 
Mountain View Cemetery is the city-owned public cemetery on Icicle Road. The first sections of the cemetery 
were platted in 1957; there was an addition platted in 1974 and a replat in 1989. The total property is 
approximately 9.3 acres. The northern 4.7 acres are the developed cemetery grounds with maintained and 
irrigated lawns. Of this area, approximately 2.8 acres are platted existing burial sections (see Figure 1).  

The southern half of the property, approximately 4.6 acres, is undeveloped open space used for material 
storage and disposal of soil from cemetery operations. The northeastern 0.6 acre of the undeveloped area is 
platted but is not currently developed for cemetery use suitable for sale as burial plots. 

2.2 Existing Site Access 
Vehicle access to the site for guests and operations is via the 
internal gravel road directly from Icicle Road, which borders the 
cemetery on the west, or via three access points along 
Cemetery Road. Pedestrian access to the site is open on all 
sides except the south, where an earthen berm separates the 
undeveloped area from the parcel to the south. There are no 
gates, fences, or other access control features limiting access to 
the site. Posted cemetery rules restrict driving and parking on 
site between 10 p.m. and 6 a.m. (see Figure 2). 

2.3 Existing Structures on Site 
Above-ground structures on site are generally in good repair and include the cemetery sign, cremation 
columbarium niches, memorial benches, the memorial book and flag monument in the children’s section, a 
wood information kiosk building, and metal maintenance and storage buildings. The kiosk building has an open 
entry and lighting and houses a lockable display for the cemetery map and a small lockable storage space. The 
maintenance building has electrical service. Neither the maintenance building nor the storage sheds are heated 
(see Figure 3). 

2.4 Maintenance and Operations 
Cemetery maintenance is performed by City parks and public works staff and includes mowing, trimming, 
cleanup, and operation of the automatic irrigation system, which is connected to the City water system. City 
staff also perform cemetery operations, including opening and closing services for burials and placing grave 
markers.  

Staff noted that providing heat in the maintenance building would be a benefit for equipment storage. The other 
concern noted was the need for better markings of section corners to aid in locating plots.  

 
  

 

Figure 2. Posted Rules at Mountain View Cemetery 
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Figure 3. Existing Structures 

2.5 Administration 
Administrative tasks performed by City staff include maintenance of sales and ownership records; sales of burial 
plots; services for burial openings and closings and for settings of grave markers; and maintenance of the 
cemetery webpage. The webpage provides available burial inventory maps; prices for plots, niches, and services; 
and general cemetery information. 

Work by staff to create a single datasheet from an assortment of paper and electronic records is nearly 
complete. Efforts are also ongoing to make the public cemetery webpage more informative and interactive for 
the public. A time lag from when plots are sold and when records of the sale are shown on the interactive maps 
has been an issue, and efforts are underway to accelerate the updating of maps. 

2.6 Cemetery Endowment 
The City, for several years, has been building an endowment to provide funding for maintenance of the 
cemetery grounds after the cemetery is full and there are no longer sales to generate revenue. This is a common 
practice; in fact, it is state law that cemeteries set aside a percentage of sales for such a fund. Publicly owned 
cemeteries are exempt from this requirement. The City’s current practice goes beyond state law requirements 
to build this endowment more quickly: currently 50 percent of revenue from sales and services are going into 
the endowment. The goal is to reach an amount that, when invested, can have a sustainable annual return 
enough to fund park maintenance activities like mowing, irrigation, trimming, and cleanup. 

2.7 Current and Projected Sales and Burial Inventory Remaining 
The past 3 years of data (Table 1) represents sales per year and includes sales that were on Time Payment 
Agreements (TPAs) for previous years as well as plots that have been sold back to the City. Sales data reflects 
the price of the plots; half of this total goes to the Cemetery Endowment Fund.  
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Table 1. Burial Versus Cremation Inurnment Percentage at Mountain View Cemetery  

 Interment Type 2019 2020 2021 Projected 2022* 
N

um
be

r s
ol

d 
Adult full plots - New/TPA/Total 15 24/5/29 28/3/31 25 

Cremation ground inurnments 5 4 0 3 

Youth plots 2 0 0 1 

Columbarium niches 8 7 17 11 

Total 30 40 48 40 

 Total Sales $ 20,210 $ 24,810 $ 27,830 $ 24,284 

*To project future burial space needs, the rate of death is assumed to remain about the same as in the past. The upward trend toward cremation 
may cut into sales of full burial plots, or it may just mean that there will be a greater demand for cremation inurnment spaces.  

Table 2, below, shows burial inventory remaining for sale at the cemetery as of the end of November 2021.  

Table 2. Unsold Burial Inventory 

Item description Number For Sale 

8’x4’ Full plots in historic section 0 

10’x4’ Full plots 73 

Youth Section 13 

4’x2.5’ Children’s section plots 323 

4’x3’ Cremation plots 0 

1.5’x2’ Cremation plots 242 

Columbarium niche spaces 38 

 

2.8 Current and Projected Cemetery Pricing 
Table 3 shows current prices for burial items at the cemetery. 

Table 3. Current Cemetery Prices 

Plot Prices Inside City Cascade School District (SD) Outside Cascade SD 

Adult $650 $700 $1,075 

Youth/infant $375 $425 $475 

Cremation plots $375 $425 $590 

Niches - first row (top) $400 $440 $1,050 

Niches - second row $375 $415 $900 

Niches - third row $325 $365 $800 

Niches - fourth row $325 $365 $750 
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To project revenue, the following prices are assumed (Table 4). The given cost of a full adult plot space is an 
increase to the Cascade School District price. The liner prices are estimated using pricing from other 
cemeteries. 

Table 4. Prices Used to Project Revenue 

Item Plot price Liner price* Total price 

Single plot without grave liner $800 N/A $800 

Single-depth plot with preinstalled grave liner $800 $800 $1,600 

Double-depth plot with preinstalled grave liners $1,400 $1,100 $2,500 

* Assuming that preinstallation of grave liners would be funded by the City, the sale of those liners would be by the City versus by a separate vendor, 
as is currently done with the at-time-of-need burials. Liner prices are as listed on the City of Auburn Mountain View Cemetery website.  
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3. DEMOGRAPHIC AND MARKET TRENDS 

3.1 Demographic Trends 
There has been an increase in deaths due to COVID-19. According to the Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention, 3.35 million people died in the United States in 2020, whereas 2.8 million died in the more typical 
year of 2019. Seventy percent of the 2020 increase was attributed to COVID-19 deaths. To predict need for 
future burial inventory in this report, it is assumed that the annual number of deaths will remain constant at 
pre-COVID-19 levels. 

3.2 Market Trends 
The most notable shift in trends has been a move toward cremation. See Table 5, below, showing national data 
percentages for full burial versus cremation over the past decade and projected three decades into the future.  

Table 5. National Historic Rates of Cremation and Burial and Future Projections1 

 
Final data Projected data 

2010 2015 2021 2025 2030 2035 2040  
Burial (%) 53.3 45.2 36.6 30.9 24.8 19.8 16.0 
Cremation (%) 40.4 47.9 57.5 63.3 69.4 74.6 78.4 
1  2021 NFDA Cremation and Burial Report. National Funeral Directors Association. Brookfield, WI. 

 

Locally, staff interviewed at Wenatchee Cemetery and Mausoleum stated that there were virtually no cremation 
inurnments 30 years ago compared with today, when 52 percent are cremation and 48 percent are full burials. 
Burial versus cremation inurnment percentages at Mountain View Cemetery over the last 3 years are shown in 
Table 6.  

Table 6. Burial Versus Cremation Inurnment Percentage at Mountain View Cemetery  

 2019 2020 2021 
Burials (%) 57 73 65 
Cremations (%) 43 28 35 

 

The trend toward higher percentage of cremation will inform how much cremation inurnment spaces to plan. It 
is worth noting that columbarium niche spaces are not platted because the sale of niche spaces is for use of the 
interior space of a niche in perpetuity, whereas legal title to columbarium property remains with the City. 

The demographic and market trend information suggests that demand for full burial plots will be lower than for 
cremation inurnment spaces in the future. However, for expansion planning, a reasonable approach is to 
assume that demand for full burial plots will remain relatively constant. The number of spaces projected to be 
sold compared with the remaining burial inventory suggests that there is an approximately 3- to 4-year supply of 
available full plot spaces. Although only 13 plots for youth remain, the demand for these is lower. There are 
ample ground inurnment spaces and relatively low demand. Columbarium niche spaces could be expected to 
remain available for 3.5 years; however, trend predictions of increasing demand suggest that the spaces could 
be sold in less time. 
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4. SECTION EXPANSION AND CEMETERY IMPROVEMENTS 

4.1 Goals 
This section explores ideas and options for expansion and improvements to meet the following goals, as 
understood from conversations with City staff, for the management and operation of the cemetery: 

x Continued availability of cemetery interment full ground burial, ground inurnment, and columbarium 
niche spaces for the community for as many years as possible. 

x Development of an endowment sufficient to fund maintenance of the grounds at the current level after 
the cemetery is full and new sales cease to be a source of revenue. 

x Continued cemetery administration and operations for great service, increasing revenue, and efficient 
maintenance. 

These goals are considered, along with availability of property and expected demand, to inform expansion 
recommendations for full burial plot sections and columbarium niche spaces. This report takes a closer look at 
options for new section planning for full burial plots to address the longer term needs for burial inventory. 
Addition of new ground burial sections is focused on the open lawn area to the west of the existing burial 
sections (approximately 1 acre). Proposed locations and conceptual layouts for cremation inurnment options 
are provided. The expansion of cremation inurnment capacity is discussed both in terms of layout for more 
columbarium niche walls along with recommendations for new cremation inurnment options, like scattering 
gardens, ossuary vaults, and cremation monuments. Recommendations for administrative and operational 
improvements are also discussed, some of which are already being implemented. See Figure 4 for locations of 
existing cemetery features and proposed plan elements. 
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Figure 4. Mountain View Cemetery - Plan Elements 

4.2 New Full Burial Section Development 
This report explores the option of all-at-once preinstallation of grave liners before time of need for an entire 
burial section as an option to or in combination with continuing to layout new burial sections with 10-foot-by-
4-foot plots. This becomes a fundamental consideration of whether to plan new burial plot layouts for at-time-
of-need installation of grave liners and vaults or to layout sections for smaller plots needed for preinstallation 
of grave liners. 

Preinstallation of grave liners means that instead of a precast concrete grave liner or vault being ordered and 
installed at the time of need in a purchased plot, the grave liners for an entire section are installed all at once, 
before any plots are sold and typically as part of a contract with a contractor. The following describes two 
major advantages, two minor advantages, and one disadvantage or challenge of preinstalling grave liners. 

4.2.1 Advantages of Preinstallation of Grave liners 
A smaller plot size for preinstalled grave liners of single depth or double-depth grave liners results in 
65 percent more plots. The smaller plot size is possible because the grave liners can be placed closer together 
when preinstalled. A preinstalled plot would be 8.5 feet by 3 feet as compared to the 10-foot-by-4-foot plots 
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that currently are available at the cemetery. The historic Section 1 does have 8-foot-by-4-foot plots, but the 
grave liners were not preinstalled. Presumably smaller grave liners were used than are in use today. 

Preinstallation allows the placement of double-depth grave liners (see Figure 5). Double-depth grave liners 
allow for the interment of two caskets, one on top of the other in the same plot. This is a popular option in 
cemeteries that offer it, with casket capacity doubled for a given area. Placement of double-depth grave liners 
at time of need is not done often. There are risks with 
soil stability because of the deeper excavation 
required, which is especially a concern when there are 
adjacent existing single-depth vaults.  

With preinstallation, there is less effort required for 
opening and closing for services. The grave liners are in 
place already, and only the 18 inches of soil over the 
grave liner is excavated and returned afterward. This 
also means there is not excavated material to haul and 
dispose of. Ground settlement is reduced. 

The preinstalled grave liner becomes part of the plot 
and is sold as such, resulting in additional revenue as 
part of the sale of the plot. Presently, the grave liner or 
vault is purchased from an outside vendor, like a 
chapel or funeral home. 

4.2.2 Disadvantages of Preinstallation of Grave liners 
The main challenge with preinstalling grave liners is that it would most likely require a capital improvement 
project. An entire cemetery section would be developed, involving excavation of the entire area; hauling of 
soil; placement of gravel drainage layer; purchase, transportation, and placement of grave liners; placement of 
gravel in the voids between the liners; and placement and final grading of soil and seeding of the area. It is 
understandable that capital investment requires good justification. Compared with many capital investments 
made by the City, this would be one with an almost certain return on investment, given cemetery plot sales 
and pricing trends. 

Also, it should be noted that preinstallation only uses grave liners that are not sealed or watertight. The option 
of a sealed burial vault or crypt is only available in the larger plots installed at the time of need. 

4.3 New Section Layout Options 
The following describes three options for the layout of four new burial sections. Advantages and disadvantages 
of each option are discussed along with the number of spaces, the expected duration before all spaces are 
sold, and a comparison of the estimated costs. All the layout options are proposed to occupy the unplatted 
areas to the west of the existing burial sections, extending as far as the existing columbarium niche walls. All 
the section options are laid out to align with the northern and southern extents of the existing sections. 
Discussion of options for columbarium niche spaces are not included in this section because they are not 
platted. Unlike ground plots, title for niche spaces remain with the City after sale. See Attachment A for a 
preliminary opinion of project construction costs for the section layout options that include preinstallation of 
grave liners and Attachment B for the new burial plat layout option plans. 

 

Figure 5. Diagram of Double-Depth Grave Liners 
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4.3.1 Option 1 - Three sections with at-time-of-need burial plots (no 
preinstalled grave liners) 

This option for the layout of burial sections continues the pattern and plot size of 10-by-4-foot plots that are in 
the most recently platted existing burial sections (see Attachment B). This layout, as shown, provides 712 adult 
burial plots. 

4.3.1.1 Cost and Revenue  
Construction cost for this option would be minimal because the area is already suitable for use. Revenue from 
plots with this option, assuming $800 for each plot, would be $569,000. 

4.3.1.2 Advantages 
This option is ready to go once the sections are platted and registered, after which plots can be sold. Other 
than installation of section-corner monumentation, there would be no construction costs for this option.  

The plots are 35 percent bigger than the preinstalled grave liner plot size, which may be desirable for some. 

4.3.1.3 Disadvantages  
The fewest burial spaces are provided by this option; these sections would run out of inventory in 21 years at a 
25-plots-per-year sales rate. 

4.3.2 Option 2 - One single-depth and two double-depth preinstalled grave-
liner burial sections 

This option for the layout of burial sections proposes only 8.5-foot-by-3-foot plots, with preinstallation of 
single-depth liners in one section and double-depth liners in two sections (see Attachment B). This layout, as 
shown, provides 620 preinstalled single-depth plots and 550 preinstalled double-depth plots for a total of 
1,170 burial plots and space for 1,720 caskets. 

4.3.2.1 Cost and Revenue  
The estimated cost to preinstall grave liners would be $1,540,200. Revenue from plots with this option, 
assuming $1,600 for each single depth preinstalled liner plot and $2,500 for each double depth preinstalled 
liner plot, would total $2,367,000. Subtracting construction costs the total revenue would be $826,800. It 
would take 45 years for the revenue amount stated here to equal the construction cost, assuming prices stay 
the same, a rate of 25 spaces sold per year and without accounting for financing, contribution to the 
endowment, or other costs and revenues.  

4.3.2.2 Advantages  
The main advantage is that preinstallation of grave liners with the smaller plot size provides 65 percent more 
spaces for a given area. Combined with the doubling capacity of double-depth liners, this option would run out 
of inventory in 69 years using the 25-plot-per-year rate of sales—more than three times the years of service 
provided with Option 1. 

Double-depth grave liners are difficult to install at time of need; preinstallation makes it feasible.  

Preinstalling grave liners provides a greater variety of burial inventory and 50 percent more revenue than 
Option 1. 
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Vaults�and�grave�liners�are�presently�sold�by�others;�preinstallation�would�increase�sales�revenue�with�sale�of�
the�grave�liners�from�the�City.�

Opening�and�closing�requires�less�excavation,�and�there�would�not�be�excess�soil�to�haul�away.�

4.3.2.3 Disadvantages��
A�construction�contract�for�preinstallation�of�grave�liners�is�required.�

The�option�of�a�sealed�burial�vault�or�crypt�would�not�be�available�in�the�preinstalled�grave�liner�sections.�

4.3.3 Option�3�–�One�section�with�atͲtimeͲofͲneed�burial�plots�and�one�section�
each�of�singleͲ�and�doubleͲdepth�preinstalled�graveͲliner�burial�plots�

This�option�for�the�layout�of�burial�sections�continues�the�pattern�and�plot�size�of�10ͲfootͲbyͲ4Ͳfoot�plots�for�
one�section�and�proposes�8.5ͲfootͲbyͲ3Ͳfoot�plots�with�preinstallation�of�singleͲdepth�liners�in�a�different�
section�and�doubleͲdepth�liners�in�yet�another�section�(see�Attachment�B).�This�layout,�as�shown,�provides�200�
adult�atͲtimeͲofͲneed�burial�plots,�260�preinstalled�singleͲdepth�plots,�and�290�preinstalled�doubleͲdepth�plots,�
for�a�total�of�750�burial�plots�and�space�for�1,040�caskets.�

4.3.3.1 Cost�and�Revenue��
The�estimated�cost�would�be�$827,700.�Using�the�same�assumptions�as�Option�1,�revenue�from�plots�with�this�
option�would�total�$1,483,400.�Subtracting�construction�costs,�the�total�revenue�would�be�$655,700.�Assuming�
a�rate�of�25�spaces�sold�per�year,�it�would�take�28�years�for�the�revenue�amount�stated�here�to�equal�the�
construction�cost.�

4.3.3.2 Advantages��
By�preinstalling�grave�liners�of�the�smaller�plot�size�in�two�sections�and�installing�doubleͲdepth�liners�in�one�
section,�this�option�would�run�out�of�inventory�in�50�years�at�the�25ͲplotͲperͲyear�rate�of�sales—this�would�be�
more�than�twice�the�years�of�service�provided�with�Option�1.�

This�option�provides�the�advantages�of�preinstalling�grave�liners�but�also�the�greatest�variety�of�burial�inventory.�

4.3.3.3 Disadvantages��
A�construction�contract�is�required�for�development�of�the�preinstalled�grave�liner�sections.�

4.4 Cremation�Inurnment�Options�
The�current�cremation�inurnment�options�at�the�cemetery�
include�inͲground�inurnment�plots�and�columbarium�niche�
wall�spaces.�With�hundreds�of�ground�inurnment�spaces�
available�at�the�current�rate�of�no�more�than�five�spaces�sold�
per�year,�there�should�be�spaces�available�for�40�or�50�years.�
Columbarium�niche�wall�spaces�sell�at�about�twice�the�rate�of�
the�inͲground�spaces,�and�available�spaces�at�time�of�this�
report�were�38,�enough�to�have�availability�for�4�or�5�years�
(see�Figure�6).�

As�discussed�above,�there�is�a�strong�trend�toward�a�
preference�for�cremation�and�cremation�inurnment�versus�
full�ground�burial�in�cemeteries�across�the�United�States.�It�

�

Figure�6.�Columbarium�Spaces�
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makes�sense�to�both�develop�more�columbarium�niche�wall�space�capacity�and�to�explore�additional�cremation�
inurnment�options�that�are�increasingly�being�offered�in�cemeteries.�These�include�garden�areas�for�scattering�
or�ossuary�vaults�for�commingling�cremated�remains�and�individual�niche�inurnment�monuments.�See�Figure�7�
for�layout�of�recommended�cremation�inurnment�areas.�

Given�the�location�of�existing�columbarium�niche�walls,�memorial�benches,�trees,�and�available�open�space,�it�is�
possible�to�develop�more�cremation�inurnment�spaces�and�variety�of�inurnment�options.�Currently,�the�
columbarium�niche�walls�are�accessed�across�open�lawn.�Though�the�open�lawn�provides�an�open�park�feel,�
walking�or�the�need�for�wheelchair�access�is�more�difficult�across�a�lawn.�A�6Ͳ�or�8Ͳfoot�fine�gravel�or�concrete�
walkway�is�recommended�to�provide�better�access�and�to�provide�a�geometry�around�which�new�cremation�
inurnment�features�can�be�organized�and�developed.��

�

Figure�7.�Cremation�Feature�Areas�
� �
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4.4.1 New Columbarium Niche Walls 
Columbarium niche walls can be built along the walkway, as shown above in Figure 7. The layout of niche wall 
structures, as shown in Figure 8, alternate along both sides of the path and with space between to maintain a 
feeling of openness to the cemetery grounds on either side. These structures, if built to match the existing niche 
walls, would be six spaces wide and four spaces high. Double sided, each columbarium would have 48 niches. 
This size works well for seeing over and around them, keeping sight lines open into and around the cemetery. 

 

 

Figure 8. Columbarium Niche Wall 
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4.4.2 Ossuary Vault 
Continuing past the straight walkway bordered with niche walls, the walkway could be expanded to provide 
access to the existing columbarium niche walls, with a central plaza area having a geometry that provides 
locations for new cremation inurnment features. The ossuary vault is an inurnment feature that offers a 
permanent resting place for commingled cremated remains. If located in the center of a central plaza, as shown 
in Figure 7, and arranged like the depiction in Figure 9, this would be an underground vault or chamber with a 
memorial plaque placed on a granite monument nearby. Commingled cremains are not retrievable once inurned. 

 

  

Figure 9. Ossuary Vault 
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4.4.3 Niche Inurnment Monuments 
This option for cremation inurnment works well place along a walkway and could line planting beds of a central 
plaza area surrounding the existing maple trees as shown in Figure .7. These monuments, as shown in Figure 10, 
would be made to order by a monument vendor using a uniform design and color of solid granite. A 6-inch 
diameter void is created in the bottom of monument by core drilling. This space is large enough to house 
cremains in a cylindrical capsule. Finally, the assembled monument is secured to a concrete footing, and a 
bronze plaque is affixed to the beveled top of the monument. The layout design as depicted in Figure 7 could 
accommodate 136 double monuments. Single-urn monuments are also available. 

 

 

Figure 10. Niche Inurnment Monuments 
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4.4.4 Scattering Garden 
Scattering gardens are increasingly common in cemeteries and a popular option, serving as a place for those 
who wish to be cremated but for whom loved ones still want a tranquil and solemn setting to visit. The area at 
Mountain View Cemetery, west of the columbarium niche walls under ponderosa pines, appears to be a suitable 
area for a scattering garden. This area is currently maintained as lawn. A designated area for scattering would be 
planted as a garden with shrubs and perennials, the ashes scattered upon it providing a natural, eternal 
fertilizer. Below in Figure 11, two options are shown for remembering loved ones whose ashes are scattered in 
the garden with bronze plaques. 

 

 

Figure 11. Memorial Book and Monument 
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5. ADMINISTRATION, ENDOWMENT, AND OPERATIONS  

5.1 Administrative Improvements 
City staff have been working to make improvements on several fronts for cemetery administration, including 
record keeping, administration of sales and marketing. 

5.1.1 Record Keeping 
With City staff completing efforts to combine paper and electronic records into a single data set in an excel 
spreadsheet, the data can now be used for showing available lots to customers. Currently, when a sale is made, 
a plot purchase form is filled out. In a separate action, notes are made in the cemetery software program as to 
what has been paid, and the database is updated by an outside vendor, NewCom Technologies. City staff is 
coordinating with the NewCom and Flo Analytics, the geographic information system (GIS) consultant, to 
streamline this process.  

Ultimately, the goal is to stop using the separate Excel spreadsheet and instead work with the cemetery 
database in real time. This change would streamline the sales process by removing the effort of completing 
separate steps. Having a live lot-purchase form within the cemetery software would allow the purchaser to mark 
on the deed of purchase that they are paying for different services, such as opening or closing fees, an 
extended-use fee, or marker-setting fee. Automating the separate steps of ordering grave markers and returning 
receipts for the record would also be helpful. 

Staff is coordinating with the NewCom and Flo Analytics to eliminate the significant time lag that exists before 
the database gets updated in the map, which creates inefficiencies in filing and inaccuracies in the information 
the public sees regarding the current availability of burials and plots. 

5.1.2  Sales and Marketing 
Staff has noticed improving sales in recent years. One reason given is the recent change in policy that the City 
will now buy back lots at the original price they were sold and will no longer broker sales between two separate 
parties. Otherwise, no data was discovered to suggest that sales will increase or decrease in coming years, only 
that there is a strong trend toward sales shifting toward cremation inurnment, as previously noted. 

Whereas increasing sales with a marketing campaign may be more than what is desired or needed, more 
information on the cemetery webpage would improve customer service and marketing presence. The current 
page offers general information about the cemetery including the following: cemetery address; a link to the 
cemetery services form that can be downloaded or printed; a link to the interactive cemetery GIS map that 
shows names and dates for occupied graves and vacant plots; and instructions to contact the public works 
administrative assistant for help with purchasing or visiting. The online cemetery map works well and is easy to 
use on a computer or smart phone. Posting a link or a QR code at the cemetery information kiosk with 
instructions for using a smart phone to locate graves would be helpful for visitors. 

Recommended improvements to the webpage include the following: 

x Addition of a downloadable brochure, including history, map, hours, and regulations. 

x A current list of services offered, along with prices. 

x A live form, as described in the previous section, could be added to initiate a purchase process or an 
inquiry for more information, similar to the way that the City’s online park reservation form works. 
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5.1.3 Pricing 
Table 7, below, shows a sampling of prices for interment spaces at municipal cemeteries in region. The average 
of the low end of the price range is given for each type of burial space, and the percentage of the average is 
calculated for the low-end price offered at Mountain View for residents of Leavenworth. This is a rough analysis, 
but nonetheless suggests that prices are lower than average. Additional comparisons can be made by 
referencing the table in Attachment A that shows the average burial plot cost in Washington. 

Table 7. Examples of Interment Space Prices at Municipal Cemeteries in the Region 
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Adult grave site 1800 1515 2595 500 1133 703 650 1271 51% 

Child grave site 656 450 
 

250 494 291 375 419 89% 

Columbarium niches 1785 
 

1995 1000 945 964 325 1169 28% 

Urn plot (single) 558 615 1695 600 682 223 375 678 55% 

5.1.4 Endowment 
The City has established a perpetual cemetery maintenance endowment fund with the goal of increasing the 
fund to a point that, when invested, interest earned would be enough to pay for grounds maintenance in 
perpetuity. The goal is to have the fund in place by the time the cemetery is full and revenue from sales and 
service are no longer available to offset maintenance labor and material costs. The current fund in 2021 totals 
$309,000. A specific goal has not been set for an ultimate total; however, roughly calculated and assuming an 
annual need of $30,000 for maintenance such as mowing and operation of irrigation, a total of $1,500,000 
would be needed. This is assuming it would be invested with a 5 percent annual return and accounts for a 3 
percent annual cost of living increases. 

Given the continued practice of placing half of cemetery revenue into the fund and assuming that revenue 
would be constant at $25,000 per year (the 2022 projected revenue, rounded up), then it will take 47 years to 
reach the goal at $1,500,000. Improving sales and raising prices would accelerate this pace. 

5.1.5 Operations 
In order to make more burial plots available for sale, the portions of the existing platted sections on 
undeveloped property will require preparation, including removal of soil mounds in that vicinity, light grading, 
installation of irrigation, placement of corner-grid monumentation, and lawn seeding. Two of the existing 
ponderosa pine trees in the area may need to be removed because their root zones are so large they would be 
harmed during grave digging. There are a number of pine trees that appear to be on the edge of the sections 
and are recommended for preservation because they form a visual boundary to the new area and don’t appear 
to be in the way of operations. 

A new east-west access road is recommended to access this area, with north-south connections to the existing 
internal roads. The alignment, as shown in Figure 4, would connect on the west from CYO Road, extending 
across the entire property to form the southern boundary for the developed portions of the cemetery. Besides 
providing additional cemetery access for visitors, the new road would provide more discreet access for 
maintenance and operations. 
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Currently, undeveloped portions of the property are used to store and stockpile materials for City parks and 
public works operations. These stockpiles are considered unsightly for cemetery visitors, and it is recommended 
that a distinct area within the property be identified for storage. The area should be located nearer the southern 
boundary of the property, away from the maintained grounds, in an area that can be screened from view 
looking south. A simple 6-foot-tall wood fence would work well to provide the visual screening. 

Additional maintenance and operations issues discussed with City staff include locating section-corner markers 
and heating the maintenance building. Currently, section corners are staked with 
0.75-inch steel pipe markers at each section corner below grade. These markers 
become buried over time. When they are no longer visible, it becomes necessary 
to use a metal detector to locate them. In some cases, a large steel washer has 
been welded to the top of the pipe to facilitate the process. A surveyor recently 
uncovered some of the section-corner markers in the first addition sections. A 
larger marker, from which graves can be located, is recommended to provide a 
point that is more stable and easier to find. A recommended marker that is 
available for purchase is a 6-inch-square-by-36-inch-long precast concrete post, 
which would be set in the ground, centered on the corner point. A cast metal 
plate with a cross hatch, as shown Figure 12, would be set atop this base. 

The other issue mentioned is the need for better heating in the maintenance 
building. Operations in the building in colder months would be improved with a more robust heating unit. 

The source of water for irrigation is another topic to consider. Current irrigation water is from the City water 
system, but the property also has rights to draw water from the river. According to staff, this has been done 
previously, but it was deemed to be less troublesome to instead construct and maintain a connection to the 
water supply from the municipal system. A cost benefit analysis is recommended to understand if, once again, 
sourcing water from the river would be worthwhile. 

  

 

 

Figure 12. A Cast Metal Plate 
with a Cross-Hatch 



 

  

Attachment A 
Burial Options: Preliminary Opinion of Project 

Construction Costs 



Date: 1/5/2022
UNIT TOTAL

ALT. DESCRIPTION QTY UNIT PRICE COST

2
Mobilization (5%) 1 LS $56,177.50 $56,177.50
Remove Existing Sodded Lawn 5,400 SY $1.00 $5,400.00
Irrigation System Removal & Capping 1 LS $2,000.00 $2,000.00
Vault Excavation, Incl. Haul 11,000 CY $20.00 $220,000.00
Vault Geotextile for Separation 3,900 SY $3.00 $11,700.00
Pea Gravel Under Vaults & Between Vaults 1,300 CY $55.00 $71,500.00
Single Depth Vaults, Incl. Delivery 620 EA $385.00 $238,700.00
Double Depth Vaults, Incl. Delivery 550 EA $725.00 $398,750.00
Compacted Native Backfill @ Burial Area Perimeter 2,100 CY $15.00 $31,500.00
Imported Topsoil - 6-inch Depth 900 CY $60.00 $54,000.00
Screened Native Backfill Over Vaults 1,800 CY $25.00 $45,000.00
Irrigation System Replacement 1 LS $45,000.00 $45,000.00
Native Dryland Grass Hydroseeding 5,400 SY $1.00 $5,400.00

Estimating Contingency (20%) $237,025.50
WA State Sales Tax (8.3%) $118,038.70

Total: $1,540,191.70
3

Mobilization (5%) 1 LS $30,160.00 $30,160.00
Remove Existing Sodded Lawn 3,500 SY $1.00 $3,500.00
Irrigation System Removal & Capping 1 LS $3,000.00 $3,000.00
Vault Excavation, Incl. Haul 5,300 CY $20.00 $106,000.00
Vault Geotextile for Separation 3,500 SY $3.00 $10,500.00
Pea Gravel Under Vaults & Between Vaults 770 CY $55.00 $42,350.00
Single Depth Vaults, Incl. Delivery 260 EA $385.00 $100,100.00
Double Depth Vaults, Incl. Delivery 290 EA $725.00 $210,250.00
Compacted Native Backfill @ Burial Area Perimeter 1,100 CY $15.00 $16,500.00
Imported Topsoil - 6-inch Depth 600 CY $60.00 $36,000.00
Screened Native Backfill Over Vaults 1,200 CY $25.00 $30,000.00
Irrigation System Replacement 1 LS $45,000.00 $45,000.00
Native Dryland Grass Hydroseeding 3,500 SY $1.00 $3,500.00

Estimating Contingency (20%) $127,372.00
WA State Sales Tax (8.3%) $63,431.26

Total: $827,663.26

Burial Options Preliminary Opinion of Project Construction Costs
Mountain View Cemetery, Leavenwort, Washington

OPTIONS 2 and 3



 

 

Attachment B 
New Burial Plat Layout Option Plans 



City of Leavenworth
Mountain View Cemetery Platting Project1 INCH = 60 FT.

600
Option 1 - All grave liners
installed at time of need



City of Leavenworth
Mountain View Cemetery Platting Project1 INCH = 60 FT.

600
Option 2 - All single and double depth
preinstalled grave liner burial plots



City of Leavenworth
Mountain View Cemetery Platting Project1 INCH = 60 FT.

600
Option 3 - Single and double depth pre-installed
and at time of need and grave liner burial plots



 

 

Attachment C 
Average Burial Plot Cost in Washington by City 
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AVERAGE BURIAL PLOT COST IN WASHINGTON BY CITY 
The average burial plot cost in Washington is $3,555. This is based on an analysis of 365 cemeteries in the 
state. In our analysis, we’ve seen costs go as high as $34,000 and as low as $240. These costs are 52 percent 
higher than the rest of the nation. 

City Average Difference from State Average 

Bellevue, WA $13,731 +286% 

Bremerton, WA $2,279 -36% 

Brier, WA $2,389 -33% 

Edmonds, WA $2,500 -30% 

Everett, WA $3,767 +6% 

Federal Way, WA $2,694 -24% 

Ferndale, WA $4,100 +15% 

Gig Harbor, WA $3,654 +3% 

Kelso, WA $522 -85% 

Lynnwood, WA $3,641 +2% 

Peshastin, WA $833 -77% 

Redmond, WA $5,500 +55% 

Renton, WA $3,584 +1% 

SeaTac, WA $2,206 -38% 

Seattle, WA $3,273 -8% 

Spanaway, WA $1,082 -70% 

Spokane, WA $1,991 -44% 

Tacoma, WA $2,050 -42% 

Tumwater, WA $6,112 72% 

Yakima, WA $736 -79% 

Source: PerfectGoodbyes.com 

 

 

https://www.perfectgoodbyes.com/average-cost-of-burial-plots/
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